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Abstract. Many houses around Mlangi Muslim settlement refer to the
historical aspect of settlement in its spatial layout as the Moslem
settlements. Mlangi well known as Kampung Santri - village with many of
Islamic Boarding Schools (Pondok Pesantren in Indonesia term) where
students live in there- since 1920an. This paper will describe how the
spatial value of local houses around Islamic Boarding Schools in Mlangi
Moslem settlements. The naturalistic-phenomenology method was the
research method for data collection. Data got from subsequent interview
after the appearance theme from one research object to the next. Any
argument that correlated with the spatial value grouped as the same theme
and analyzed as the substantive concept about the spatial value in the
houses. The room layout from each home drawn one by one as the existing
condition and the value of the room got from the comments of the owner.
Cross-checking information technic from the members in the house helped
the research to mention many spatial values in-house and then conclude as
the room concept and its correlation to the stigma as the Kampung Santri
and Moslem Settlements. It also compares the similarity of the indoor
room layout and zone in Pondok Pesantren. From existing condition and
interviews found that all the houses have the similar function and room
layout with the Pondok Pesantren around it. 6 observed houses and 15
interviewed owners stated that they want to make their house as the places
and spaces for teaching holy Al Qur’an same like in Pondok Pesantren.
That is like a dream come true if a house can hold any recitation and teach
holy Al Qur’an and Islamic Knowledge to the neighbor. From this
condition, researchers conclude that there is close relation about the
significance building in one settlement to their neighbor building, not only
in the activity in each house but also in room layout and zone. Religious
value and people understanding and dream about the ideal space even get
impact from it.

1 Introduction
The spatial value transforms from the spatial meaning while a home entails a physical space
that influences the emotional and mental needs of individuals [12] and is organized
according to a particular order of social principles [9]. Thus, spatial relation must be
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considered in the design of living spaces, especially in houses where individuals perform
many of their daily activities [2].
The spatial value in Moslem settlements can draw how the people concept about their
house related to the arrangements which stamped as Moslem settlements. As one of the
oldest Moslem settlements in Yogyakarta, Mlangi village contributed in the spread of Islam
in the west site of Yogyakarta Special Region. Nowadays, many pesantrens (Islamic
Boarding School) build around its grand mosque, Pathok Negoro Mlangi Mosque. It was
the first idea from 1st King of Yogyakarta to make the settlement at west site Yogyakarta as
the center of Islam spread in Yogyakarta. As the old city planning, another place of
Yogyakarta, in north, east and south also built A Pathok Negoro Mosque to develop Islam
from the corners of the city. Recently, only in Mlangi village the indigenous atmosphere of
Moslem settlements still sustain which didn’t have any significant changes from its first
existence.
The research was conduct to explore how the houses in the village have similarity in
room layout with exist Pesantren int there. Room layout indicated spatial value from house
owner and its family who dedicated their house for the same activities like in Pesantren. An
only rich person or people has a broad relation and networking to other pesantren outside
village has the ability to build pesantren in there. The other has same dream and vision
about their houses, but the economic condition makes they only try to set the house like
pesantren. This condition explored by this research to seek how far the houses implemented
the owner value about spatial related to pesantren around it.

2 Method
The naturalistic-phenomenology method used as data gathering technics. Six houses which
explored by interview to the occupants observed by phenomenology features in the site.
The information from users that stated the room function in their houses plotted in floorplan
drawing. The room layout plot based on the statement of the user, not the researcher
interpretation. Floorplan picture interpretation and crosschecking to the occupants for the
spatial value behind that compared to the general room layout in Mlangi pesantren. It draws
how the people’s houses around pesantren in spatial value. The location of the observed
house in this research as in figure 1:

Fig. 1. The location of observed houses.
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3 Theoretical review
The spatial value has the close relationship to the spatial quality that identified as view,
privacy, lighting, spatiality, spatial arrangements, the transition between public and private
spaces, and perceived, built, and human densities [1]. In its conceptual meaning, a house
bears such notions as tranquility, peace of mind, spiritual and metal as well as local safety
that full fill these needs [7]. From sociology and psychology literature, values are typically
conceptualized as fundamental ideas and enduring principles that inform peoples'
judgments [3];[10]; [13]. The value could be understood as the value of people; assigned
values is how places, species and ecosystems are valued by people [5]. Assigned values
may be related to the underlying environmental concerns and worldviews that people hold
[11]; [15]. Assigned values could be a better predictor of spatial behavior than held values,
together with beliefs and norms, influence assigned value, and therefore are only indirectly
linked to environmental behavior [14]. Relational values reflect that people could have
strong bonds to places that influence their preferences for uses in a location as well as their
attitudes towards management actions [4].
The most critical challenge in eown territory is the incompatibility of the physical and
space of the residential complex with the cultural and behavioral properties of the residents
[8]. Social relation between people in a time and place is spread dialectic semantic of
culture that is explained in a relationship with the human environment and place [6].
The concept and function of space created have close ties to understand the way of life
of the community. Lifestyle factors influence the shape and arrangement of area in the
house [16].

4 Research findings
From existing condition, six houses observed by its layout, function of the room and spatial
value from occupants in-depth interview using phenomenology method. The research
findings is in table 1:
Table 1. Summary of The Houses Exploration in Research Area.
Dominant Function
Area

Hidden reason from
occupant about the large
zone allocation for living
room

House 1

The Living room use
for Al Qur’an
Recitation and
There are Pesantren as
Educational Facilites
for communities in the
House

Most of the house zone
dedicated for Pesantren
activities, like the occupant
vision to build pesantren
after his convection
business bankrupted

House 2

Living Room for
Multiactivities i.e:
Recitation for
Neighbour and
minibusiness place
activities

All activities in the house
only for business and
recitation, although the
users only teach kids
around the house in the
evening for holy qur’an
recitation

Number of
Explored
House

Floor Plan
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House 3

Living room for Holy
Qur’an Recitation

House as the pesantren and
place for alqur’an learning
for neighbor

House 4

Living Room for Holy
Qur’an Recitation

Good house which can
accomodate islamic
thought activities

House 5

Living room for guest
and Holy Qur’an
Recitation

House as the religious
space to support
community activites in Al
Qur’an recital

House 6

Living room for guest
and Al Qur’an
recitation

House like pesantren is the
best place to family

House 1 is a house with pesantren (Islamic boarding school) in it. Students of pesantren
live in there. There are three families in that house, the house owner, the pesantren owner
(first son of house owner) and the youngest daughter of the family. They live together with
their role for the community. The house owner hs significant role for cities, as the head of
Mosque organizer (Takmir Masjid). The son is the head of Pesantren (Kyai), and the
daughter has the small shop near the main road that sell Moslem wear. In the house, they
also have mushalla, little place to pray together. All the room in the houses dedicated for
religious activities, such as received the guest from other pesantren, hold the Al Qur’an
recitation, religious meeting with neighborhood and also to entertain business relation for
the daughter. All the activity, from entertaining guests, meeting with a neighbor, hold the
recitation including teaching small group for Islamic teaching do in the living room. Their
understanding for space in the house is a space for multifunction activities to support
pesantren activities from teaching and learning, Al Qur’an recitation and give the services
for guest who want to know so far about Islamic knowledge.
For house 2, the main activity is convection business. House separates into the living
room, bedroom, kitchen, and toilet. The house owner also holds recitation in the evening
for around children. They have a dream to be their house as the Islamic teaching place. In
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their mind, a good home is a house who has dominant religious activity in spatial layout
owner set living room for multifunctional room, both for business and recitation. But in the
same time, the recitation or other religious activities have higher priority than business
activity.
In-house 3,4,5 and 6, all types are similar in spatial layout. Majority of spaces is for the
living room, only small space for bedroom and service (toilet). These houses often use for
communities meeting exclude pesantren activities. The people around Mlangi settlements
have two different activities, pesantren activities, and non pesantren activities. Both support
each other. The spatial use for both activities also help each other. But in some activities,
there are recitation group for non-pesantren, where held in people houses at a regular
schedule, from one house to another house. So, the people’s house in Mlangi Muslim
Settlements should accommodate regular activities by large living room in that house or
they should provide a place in front of their house using tend to held regular recitation and
meeting. These types similar to pesantren’s indoor layout like in figure 2. In figure 2, all the
room dedicated to eduational activities i.e teaching Islamic knowledge, reciting Holy Al
Qur’an and also study about the history of muslim world.

Fig. 2. One Pesantren Type in Mlangi.

5 Discussion
In Mlangi village, almost activities using the living room area. From business, entertaining
guests, Al Qur'an recitation and small teaching about Islamic knowledge occur in the living
room. Different from research in 2015 by Wahab in Melaka residents found that in Malay
house, people using veranda area for reciting Al Qur'an as a public area. From this research,
we know there is open space in the house to accommodate religious activity like in Mlangi.
Also in Malay, private user Al Qur’an recitation held in private room in the main house.
This area is the center and isolated area and can only access by permission. It is just for
family. Beside the public space in house scale, a house in Malay divide the house for
different user in use. But in Mlangi, people feel they are coming from one big family in the
settlement, so there are no private or public for space allocation. In history, Mlangi ancestor
is the person who develops the settlement to be a Moslem settlement, Kyai Nur Iman, a
family member of Yogyakarta Sultanate. And all the houses around the mosque had close
relation to each other and claimed as the blue blood generation from Yogyakarta Sultanate.
If we compare to the research in Iranian house by Alitajer 2016 indicated that privacy is
not respected in modern houses than traditional houses. Alitajer stated today the privacy in
the house as the rare thing to develop. Both current and classic house, connectivity and
integration between room are minimal. From this research findings also confirmed that in
some country spatial value which can indicated from the privacy, actually not find both in
traditional and modern houses. The houses need private space for the occupants but if the
owner live around the his/her central family, like in Mlangi, there are no privacy in the
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house. All room in house is the public place for anyone who come. There is some space
that could be intervention by non family member. Most of traditional house in Malay use
serambi or veranda as a space to held prayer activities [17].

6 Conclusion
From six houses, all users commented that the house related to pesantren in room layout.
Their spatial values implemented how they set room allocation. The manifestation of the
value entirely draws for living room allocation portion in the house. Spatial value also
brings in their mind
From this condition, research conclude that there is close relation about the significance
building in one settlements to their neighbor building, not only in the activity in each house
but also in room lay out and zone. Religious value and people understanding and dream
about the ideal space even get impact from it.
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